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Welcome to the HD Sails Solo Tuning Guide. Please ensure you take time using the guide in 
setting up your boat. Make sure that all your control lines work well and have the right 
amount of adjustment for their job. Once this is achieved it will make the boat much faster 
through the varying conditions and help you achieve the best performance out of your sails.



Rig Setup
in the guide we talk about the 3 basic primary set ups 
for our Hd Radial sail / D+ Solo rig.

Way back in 2006 I asked Selden for an alternative mast to 
the Cumulus. Having done a bit of Finn sailing ( and found 
out I wasn’t man enough! ) I wanted a mast that would 
deliver the same amount of power as the Cumulus, but 
would also make the upper leech more dynamic upwind. 
Selden managed this by using the D+ section which is 
stiffer fore and aft than the Cumulus, but softer 
sideways. With the change to a front taper on the top mast, 
the D+ would deflect sideways more readily but move less 
fore and aft. It would enable us to make a sail that had 
less luff round and more roach and relied more on 
sideways bend to look after the leech profile. The set up 
could be used with less leech tension in overpowered 
conditions, without the sail being too deep off the luff. 
The reduced leech tension made the sail more active 
upwind in waves than the Cumulus rig which tended to be 
sailed with a lot more kicker.

I think there’s little to choose between the Cumulus and D
+ on flat water, but the D+ has an edge in waves and it’s 
more aerodynamic profile above the hounds makes it 
quicker in light airs.

In the following pictures a D+ mast and technora radial 
HD sail.

Mast is set at back of gate and chocked in all conditions



Datum 
Setting

The front of the mast heel is at 3070mm from the 
outside of the transom.

The shrouds come into tension when the mast 
( without the sail up ) is 5mm from the front of the 
gate.

The back of the mast at the gate has been cut away by 
10mm to give 22mm of range in the gate.

The forestay comes into tension when the mast is 
resting on the back of the gate. I ease this 1 -2 full 
holes on a Selden 174-208 adjuster for light and 
heavy airs. Easing the forestay allows the mast to 
bend the same amount for less leech load. Easing the 
forestay means that the front of the sail will look 
the same while the back will be more open and flatter. 
Usually what you want in light and heavy airs.

I’ve given up using the inhaul – I don’t sail enough 
anymore, so need to keep it simple and just tie the tack 
around the mast. The inhaul is a control that I get 
asked about most often, I’ll try and explain how to use 
it.

Firstly make sure the blocks that are tied around the 
mast to control the line to the tack have their 
bearing surface level with the top of the boom. If 
they are lower the pull from the inhaul is too low 
and tightens the luff, pulling the draft forward in 
the sail – there’s a Cunningham for that.



Datum 
Setting

If the inhaul is set loose there will be a distortion 
line from the bottom of the sail track ( about 250mm 
up from the gooseneck band ). A good datum setting is 
to pull the inhaul until the distortion line is just 
removed. On most sails this is when the tack eye is 
over the tack pin hole on the boom.

Use the datum setting for most of your sailing.

If you want to flatten the lower ¼ of the luff of the 
mainsail and close the lower leech ease the inhaul so 
the tack moves aft about 5 – 10mm. This setting will 
give more height and power than the datum setting and 
is useful in medium airs, flat water.

If you want to round the luff entry in the lower ¼ of 
the mainsail and straighten the lower leech pull the 
inhaul forward about 5-10mm from datum. This setting 
will give an easier sail to steer to in waves and a more 
“fast forward” set up than datum in heavy airs and 
waves.

In light airs uncleat the inhaul downwind to remove 
any distortion from the tack to the bottom batten. In 
hiking conditions upwards leave it cleated downwind.



Light airs
Light airs – up to sitting on gunwale.

Aim – keep flow attached and develop power without 
stalling. Mast needs to be bent to flatten sail and 
generate height, but this can only be done by putting 
tension on the leech. Boom needs to be sheeted wide to 
keep leech open and stop sail stalling.

Centre of traveller car is 230mm out.

Outhaul is pulled fairly tight to remove depth from foot 
and straighten lower leech.

Kicker is in tension to keep traveller car out and bend 
lower mast.

Cunningham is slack.

Mainsheet is tight to bend mast and flatten sail.

Boom is just outside back corner to keep leech open – 
middle leech is parallel to centreline of boat.



Medium Airs
Medium airs – sat on gunwale up to fully hiked 
overpowered

Aim – develop maximum power and height. Mast needs to 
held straighter, by not using kicker. Upper leech needs 
to have some movement to assist steering through 
waves and gusts.

Centre of traveller is 180mm out.

Outhaul is eased to put more depth in and close the 
lower leech

Kicker is slack to keep mast as straight as possible.

Cunningham is slack

Mainsheet is slightly tighter than light airs – head of 
sail is more open so that boom can be closer to 
centreline.

Middle leech is parallel to centreline of boat.



Heavy Airs
Aim – lose power and drag by flattening 
sail but keeping draft forward to assist 
steering.

Traveller is close to centreline to reduce 
mainsheet load.

Outhaul is very tight to remove depth and 
straighten lower leech – ease for more 
height.

Kicker is on hard to bend lower mast and 
flatten sail.

Cunningham is on very hard – ease first if you 
are having to trim the boom inside back corner 
too often.

Mainsheet is eased to open leech and keep 
speed up. It needs to be trimmed on through 
flat spots to gain height and eased through 
gusts / waves to keep speed.

Boom is 150 – 300mm outside boat


